SupplierCapabilities
Spotlight
Delkor Systems, Inc.
While Delkor¹s history in dairy packaging and large dairy install base (over 1,000
machines) show a strong commitment to
the industry, it is our continuous stream of
innovations such as the Cabrio Case® that
keep us at the top of the list when it comes
to packaging machinery providers.
Whether you are seeking case-packing
systems, cartoning lines, shrink-bundling
solutions or high-speed pick & place loaders, our broad range of versatile packaging
equipment (over 40 machines) ensure that
we have you covered.
All Delkor packaging machines offer
fast, simple tool-less changeover and
maximum versatility in terms of package
formats, size ranges, and speeds. Built-in
inspection points and inline rejects ensure
that non-conforming products are discharged without interrupting the packaging
process, while our intelligent positioning
provides perfectly square cartons and cases.
Latest package designs
From our new patents pending Cabrio
Case® SRP for pouches to our proven costsaving patented Spot-Pak® packaging for
rigid containers, Delkor is turning heads
at manufacturers that are working to satisfy the latest SRP requirements and cost
reducing efforts at large retailers. Whether
you are looking at the Cabrio Case or the
other new SRP designs on the market, the
versatility designed into our packaging systems helps you meet current requirements
while protecting your investment regarding
future changes to package format.
One packaging system,
multiple format capability
Multi-format machine lines that can produce low-cost pad-shrink, retail-ready
tray-shrink, and full corrugated shipper packaging are available to suit a wide
range of rigid packaging, and with speed
capacity to match the latest filler designs.

Similarly, our flexible equipment produces
material-saving shippers as well as a wide
variety of SRP designs.
Changeover is no longer a chore
Delkor¹s packaging machines and systems are known for flexibility and simple, fast, tool-less changeover between
formats. Our Trayfecta and Capstone
machines offer changeover times of just
a few minutes, and a full system changeover in less than 10 minutes is commonplace. Many of our machines, such as the
new MSP-200, offer a highly automated
changeover with most of the changeover
handled by a simple tap on the large color
touch-screen HMI.

Single source equipment provider
With over 40 machine models available to
form, load, close, or wrap your products,
Delkor provides seamlessly integrated
package systems. In addition to full systems, individual machine modules are
available to complement existing systems
or hand-pack operations.
Delkor Systems, Inc.
www.delkorsystems.com
info@delkorsystems.com
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